COURAGE
As recorded by Alien Ant Farm
(From the 2002 Album ANTHOLOGY)

Words and Music by Alien Ant Farm

A Intro
Moderate Rock \( \frac{\text{bpm}}{\text{quarter notes per measure}}. \) = 112

Drums
Gtr I

Gtr II

Transcribed by bizkitclan

Generated using the Power Tab Editor by Brad Larsen. http://powertab.guitarnetwork.org
Chorus

F#5 G5 A#5/F G5 F#5

G5 A#5/F G5 F#5

Breakdown

F#5 G#5 A5 D5/A B5 A5 G#5 F#5 A5 D5/A E5 F5
**F Chorus**

Music notation showing chords and frets for the F Chorus section, with various fretboard diagrams for different parts of the song.

**G Chord Breakdown**

Music notation showing chords and frets for the G Chord Breakdown section, with various fretboard diagrams for different parts of the song.